Proxeed® Plus is a supplement available in powder form. It is slightly lemon flavored and may be diluted in fruit juice or water. We recommend taking Proxeed® Plus for 3-6 months, an initial order of 6 boxes. Proxeed® Plus is supplied with 30 packets in each box, boxes contain 15 boxes for a 6-month supply. On average sperm require 74 days to mature and then 28 more days in order to fertilize a woman. 

Proxeed® Plus Mens Fertility Blend Supplement 30 packs: The newest medicine on the block is Proxeed® and many websites and advertisements claim that Proxeed® helps to increase male fertility. However, while Proxeed® may increase sperm count it cannot increase their viability. We need more proven to be effective in increasing pregnancy rates.

Proxeed® Plus is an Fertility Supplement. This product is a dietary supplement that is designed to support male fertility. Proxeed® Plus is a unique formula that has been developed to improve sperm quality and quantity, increase conception rates, and enhance fertility.

Proxeed® Plus is a supplement available in powder form. It is slightly lemon flavored and may be diluted in fruit juice or water. We recommend taking Proxeed® Plus for 3-6 months, an initial order of 6 boxes. Proxeed® Plus is supplied with 30 packets in each box, boxes contain 15 boxes for a 6-month supply. On average sperm require 74 days to mature and then 28 more days in order to fertilize a woman.

Proxeed® Plus is a patented fertility supplement designed specifically for couples trying to conceive. Recommended by fertility doctors worldwide, Proxeed® Plus is available in more than 32 countries. Proxeed® Plus is a unique formula that has been developed to improve sperm quality and quantity, increase conception rates, and enhance fertility.
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